


Abstraction In the Everyday 

Influenced by a wide range of sources and defying easy 
categorization, Thomas Nozkowski creates mysterious, 
contemplative drawings in various media 

by John Yau 
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Thomas Nozkowski's particular approach to drawing 
enables him to nurture an open-ended style that never 
privileges any color or tonality; never imposes any con- 

cept, and never introduces any overt subject matter. Made of 
buoyant, silhouetted forms, his extensive, largely graphic vocab-
ulary has affinities with Guston's late bulbous and elongated 
shapes, Arp's biomorphisin, and Miró's animated phenomena. 
Nozkowski also alludes to eclectic visual influences: patterning 
by Native Americans of the Pacific Northwest, shadows seen in 
German Expressionist and American noir films, architectural 
floor plans, geometric shapes, crenellated and jigsaw puzzle—like 
entities, decorative and ornamental details, and schematic dia-
grams. Of course these are only the first layers of an archaeolog-
ical dig into Nozkowski's sources, because he has also riffed on 
details of specific works by Burchfield, Dürer, Titian, and 
numerous artists who are far less known. Encyclopedic, passion-
ate, even obsessive in his knowledge, Nozkowski once told me 
that he was working on an essay about all the films that featured 
an artist as one of the principal characters. 

In using paint or graphite to conflate the non-discursive with 
a diaristic sensibility, as well as an abstract sensibility with a per- 

sonal memory; which is the starting point for all of his work, 
Nozkowski has marked out a unique position in contemporary 
abstract art. One of the dearest statements the artist has made 
about his approach can be found in An Autobiography (Cedar Hill 
Press, 1995), a catalogue and also the tide of an exhibition of 
twenty paintings at the Cranbrook Art Museum in Bloomfield 
Hills, Michigan. Nozkowski dedicates the book to his family: "For 
JOYCE and CASIMIR who are in every picture." Judging by the 
catalogue's title and dedication, one would expect that something 
of equally direct sentiment would follow. One could hardly be 
more mistaken. 

Conceived of by Nozkowski, the catalogue reproduces his 
untitled, intimately scaled (all were 16 x 20 in.) abstract paint-
ings in full color on the right-hand pages. Rooting his abstrac-
tions in the local, he believes that everyday reality provokes con-
templation of the capacity for joy and mystery, as well as the 
depths of often inchoate feelings. Such contemplation, 
Nozkowski believes, can be undertaken without drawing con-
clusions. Instead of trying to name and thus fix feelings by con-
veying them in a recognizable image or encoded style that could 
eventually be translated into language, he gives form and color 
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an unsolvable, obdurate identity. His meditative compositions 
are like bottomless wells. 

The catalogue also features horizontal black-and-white pho-
tographs by Judy Linn, a longtime friend of the artist. 
Nozkowski asked her to photograph specific areas that included 
lower Manhattan and midtown, as well as the messy shift from 
urban to suburban to rural. Below each of Linn's photographs is 
a small section of a black-and-white map, indicating the area in 
which the photograph was taken. 

Linn's photographs consist of an overhead view of a dog, the 
Nozkowski family's pet; two large headstones in a small, once-
rural cemetery separated from a busy street of stores and store-
front offices by a chainlink fence; the George Washington Bridge 
at dusk (which Nozkowski crosses to get to Manhattan from his 
kime in upstate New York); and a New-  Jersey trail along the East 
River. Other than the signs and words visible in the photographs 
and the names on the maps, there is no text or overriding narra-
tive structure to guide us in reading the relationship between 
untitled abstract painting, straightforward photograph, and map. 
Transcendence and spirituality are not among the artist's con- 

By his own account, Nozkowski has, on several occasions, set 
out to make fifty drawings in one day, using, as he puts it, "every-
thing around me; the city, TV poems, conversations, movies, 
books (lots of books), all sorts of things. I became obsessed about 
finding things that were totally improbable as image sources, and 
conjuring up a picture for them. I made pictures of emotions and 
abstract ideas. I conflated and distorted images of real-world 
objects to try and make them speak of feelings." 

One comes away from Nozkowski's work with the sense that 
there are no hooks, figuratively speaking, on which the artist 
hangs his work. In this heavily theory-influenced time, one is left 
confronting one's own agendas about looking and about what 
that looking is presumed to reveal. Appropriately, one looks at 
Nozkowski's work and savors its particular tempering of sensuous 
pleasure- with a highly astute pinterly rigor; these are paintings that 
are simultaneously precise and elusive, impervious and ineflble. 

Nozkowski's contoured forms and interlocking shapes con-
jure only themselves, and their order remains a mystery. His 
work is often a synthesis of the biomorphic, the geometric, and 
the cartoony, and we cannot tell if they are animal, mineral, or 

Nozkowski's dilemma is this: He must find a way to be true to both 
the mind's rage for order and to reality's cacophony. 

cerns. Neither are parody or obvious allusion. Rather, it is the 
everyday world he inhabits that seems to provide him with the 
perceptions that are the source of his paintings, which, by the 
time they are finished, have become visual conundrums. 

Thus, in the larger sense, the catalogue, like Nozkowski's 
paintings and drawings, both invites and resists interpretation. In 
contrast to his post-Minimalist and postmodern contemporaries, 
as well as to abstract artists of an older generation, particularly 
the Minimalists, he rejects signature motifs: seriality, style, and 
the thematic. By opting for the unique rather than recurrence, 
Nozkowski aligns himself with the American strain of epistemol-
ogy that includes both Ralph Waldo Emerson and Wallace 
Stevens. Emerson believed that in order to gain true knowledge, 
one had to move through the following stages: perception, mem-
ory, imagination, and metamorphosis, while in "Adagia," pub-
lished in Opus Posthumus (Knopf, 1957), a compilation of epi-
grammatic statements, Stevens proposed that one should "live in 
the world but outside of existing conceptions of it." Nozkowski's 
dilemma is this: He must find a way to be true to both the mind's 
rage for order and to reality's cacophony without resorting to pre-
viously established models, the bones of the past. He must, to par-
aphrase Stevens, work outside existing conceptions of abstract art.  

vegetable, if they are solid all the way through or punctuated by 
light and shadow. Resorting to categories is of no help. 
Nozkowski's forms, which firmly occupy their rather small rec-
tangular formats, are in no hurry to yield their identity. They 
remain a combination of nameless thing and event, leaving us in 
a state of intense looking. 

His refusal to privilege process or style over image, color; or 
form is ultimately non-hierarchical, an extension of the concerns 
of both Abstract Expressionism and Minimalism. But it also rep-
resents a significant departure from those earlier movements. 
Unlike Pollock, for instance, and all those extending his legacy; 
Nozkowski is uninterested in privileging his materials, and 
unlike the Minimalists, he rejects ideas of purity, art-about-art, 
flatness, and literality; At the same time, his version of non-hier-
archical painting stands apart from the work of such accom-
plished contemporaries as Louise Fishman, Suzan Frecon, Mary 
Heilmann, Bill Jensen, Jonathan Lasker, David Reed, Pat Steir, 
and Terry Winters precisely because he doesn't advance a style, 
signature mark, or subject. Nozkowski's paradigm of an artist is 
that there is neither a fixed self nor a fixed language to work 
within. Thus, in counterpoint to his paintings, which are done 
in oil, Nozkowski incorporates a wide range of materials in his 
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works on paper, often in combination with each other. In their 

sheer variety, they convey his deliberate eschewal of any one 
process, as if recognizing that doing so could lead to repeating 
stale habits. In the course of any year, he has done drawings in 
graphite, graphite and colored pencil, ballpoint pen and colored 
pencil, ink, gouache and ink, and oil. 

A group of works in oil on museum board, each measuring 
11 x 14 in., are collectively known as "Wednesday Drawings" 
because the artist works on them in his Lower East Side studio 
on the day he comes to New York from his upstate home. This 
collective title, which Nozkowski uses to underscore the mun-
dane detail that the works have in common, is the closest he 
comes to seriality. In Untitled (R-22), from 2000, Nozkowski 
uses a curving grid-like pattern of blue bands, which are punctu-

ated by irregular white trapezoids, to evoke the weave of a bas-
ket. A cluster of larger white trapezoids and irregular rectangles 

convey a paradoxical meeting of two similar but different vocab-
ularies; for while the grid-like pattern and cluster are made of 
trapezoids, the punctuating trapezoids forming the pattern are 
more regular, while the ones in the cluster are more disparate.  

from which white lines and feathery rays extend. The lines and 
rays are where the white paper shows through. 

If Untitled (W-69) suggests that something actual is being 
depicted, then in Untitled (W-61), one senses that Nozkowski 
discovered this thing in the act of drawing. Only an open-ended 

approach and an encyclopedic awareness of images could make 
this happen. Yet Nozkowski neither cites nor makes a show of his 

labor, an artistic decision that seems almost ethical, as though it 
would be wrong to distract the viewer from the thing seen. 

Juxtapose Untitled (W-69) and Untitled (W-61) with Untitled 
(W-64) and Untitled (W-65), and one gets a sense of Nozkowski's 
incredible inventiveness and possible sources. Untitled (W-64) 

seems to have been inspired by the faceted interior of a cross-sec-
tion of a crystal, while Untitled (W-65) may be the result of an 
imaginative synthesis of a schematic cross-section of the human 
brain with the stylized, geometric patterning of Pacific 
Northwest art. 

In addition to the graphite and colored-pencil drawings there 
are many works done in oil on paper and museum board. They 
form a separate body within the artist's oeuvre. In Untitled (Y- 

For Nozkowski, the improvisational freedom that is possible with drawing provides 
the means of discovering what is not apparent, of not repeating himself. 

The differences are not absolute but qualified. And yet, the 
longer one looks at the painting, the more ruptures one notices. 
The larger cluster of white trapezoids are arranged so that they 

transform the bands into a blue trapezoid, a tilting plane within 
what appears to be a uniformly curving plane. The shifts can 
only be the result of drawing, of moving through space. In 

Untitled (R-16), from 2001, the four wine-red semi-circles, the 

largest of which rests on the painting's bottom edge, seem to be 
receding in space while at the same time clinging to the picture 

plane with the tenacity of leeches. 

One immediately notices that the graphite drawings aren't as 

reworked as the drawings in oil. Like Athena, they seem to have 
emerged complete. The small (9 x 12 in.) graphite, and graphite 

and colored-pencil drawings Untitled (W-61), Untitled (W-64), 

Untitled (W-65), and Untitled (W-69) (all 1992) illustrate the 

kinds of meaningful differences found in Nozkowski's drawings. 

In Untitled (W.69), the cluster of overlaid, irregular, bloated sil-
houettes, all of which are punctuated by irregular circular open-
ings, look like they could have been inspired by machine parts 

piled on a flat surface. In Untitled (W-61), the artist has limited 

himself to black graphite, exploiting its tonal shifts and contrasts. 

Floating just left of center is an irregular octagon, where 
Nozkowski's decision to not draw results in a four-point star 
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69), from 2000, the artist arrives at two figural shapes against a 
scumbled, reworked ground. The pinkish-orange figure is 
echoed by the smaller blue one that floats beside it, but in reverse 

position. Are they two creatures from outer space taking a brief 
respite from their lovemaking? 

In Untitled (Y67), also from 2000, Nozkowski again jutxa-

poses two similar shapes. The forms could be bikini tops or cells 
undergoing mitosis, outer-shells or inner life forces. It doesn't 

matter which narrative we pick, because, while mutually exclu-

sive, either of them feels right enough. This is Nozkowski's 
genius. He never generalizes. From the varying density of paint 
and graphite line, as well as tonal and chromatic shifts, every-

thing in his work feels incredibly specific. Nozkowski's project 
parallels a desire to celebrate the uniqueness of a snowflake, not 

only because it is unlike any other, but also because there is far 

more to it than frozen water and dust. 0 

Works on paper by Thomas Nozkowski are on view at Pittsburghc 

Michael Berger Gallery through January 26, 2003. From January 23-

March 1, 2003, the New York Studio School will present thirty years 

ofhis drawings. 

John Yau is a poet and critic. 
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